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Thank you to all our residents who voted on 6th May, and particularly to everyone

who voted for our candidates in St Faiths, Phil Munday and Peter Oliver.  

Phil ran a very strong

campaign for the Borough

seat, focused on local issues

and substantially increased

the Labour vote to what we

think is the best result

ever for Labour in St Faiths.  

Peter, our County Council

candidate also did very well,

coming in a strong second

place in the contest for

St Faiths and Emsworth

District.

Phil says    ‘I am grateful to everyone who voted for me.  I was disappointed that

we did not win but was very pleased with the number of votes we received.  

We showed that Labour can win here.  I will continue campaigning for St Faiths.’

The need for an effective opposition  

The turnout in St Faiths was 40 %, which means that six out of ten people in the

ward did not use their votes.  We wish we understood why!

The overall composition of Havant Borough Council is now:

Labour 1,    Lib-Dems 1,    Conservatives 36.

This is a most unhealthy state of affairs.  To function properly, any democracy

requires a strong and effective opposition.

We will continue to challenge the Council to protect the interests of our residents and

monitor everything that goes on, reporting issues of concern to you in our newsletters,

and doing our best to influence things from outside the Council Chamber.

But the truth is that there is only a limited amount we can achieve without more

opposition Councillors.

So, whatever your political leanings, if you want the Council to be properly answerable

to residents like yourself and you don't want to waste your vote in the next local election,

your only effective choice in St Faiths is to 

Havant Borough Council
2021 election result
St Faiths ward

vote Labour !



Issues we are campaigning on  

Southleigh transport infrastructure

There is a real prospect that, despite the council's ‘consultation’ promises, the huge

new Southleigh housing estate will be built on the fields between Denvilles and Emsworth

without first putting in place the infrastructure necessary to support it.

This would be complete madness.  The traffic on Southleigh Road is already a nightmare! 

We continue to lobby hard for a new ‘spine’ road to

be constructed before any more houses are built and

for proper consideration to be given to our proposal

for a new railway halt on the Waterloo line to serve

West Leigh, north Denvilles and the new development.

Phil Munday says ‘I raised the issue of Southleigh

transport infrastructure at the consultation and I        

intend to ask further questions when the Local

Plan comes before government inspectors in July.’

Build back greener

It is vital that we place environmental issues at the top

of our agenda.  We must fit solar panels to all new

houses as a priority and invest properly in heat pumps

for new estates.  We must also demand that Southern Water reduce sewage outfall.  

Developing a regular collection for food waste to generate energy is also very important.

Opposing the ‘last mile delivery’ operation at the Pfizer New Lane site 

New Lane is a bad site for this development.  The significant extra lorry traffic will cause

serious congestion.  There are better places for it.

Railway footbridges

The footbridge in central Havant really is in a dire state of

repair.  It urgently needs replacing.  The council have also

been promising us a new footbridge at Warbington level

crossing for years and years  -  but nothing happens.

We will be pressing for action on both these issues.

We hope you have received our newsletters and found

them informative.  We will continue to publish and distribute them during the year.  

Meanwhile, please visit our website at stfaiths.havantlabour.uk or use the QR code below
for detailed and up-to-date articles on more issues than we can fit into our newsletters. 

If there is anything you would like us to investigate or follow up on or if you

can help with delivering the newsletters, we would love to hear from you.  

Please contact us on   stfaithsmatters@havantlabour.uk
If you wish to make a private financial contribution, our bank details are:
Name: Emsworth and St Faith's Labour Pty   Sort Code: 08-90-81   Acc no: 58050073 
Please mark any donation ‘newsletters’.  Alternatively, you can fill in the slip below
and return it to 19, Third Avenue, Havant, PO9 2QR.    Thank you for your support.

Name and contact details (optional):

Issues you would like us to follow up:
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